Wrap Up

• Town Hall at AGU (Dec)
• Team X presentation to Hq (Nov)
• Project Plan (Dec)
  – Schedule development
  – Readiness to transition to phase A in Dec 2009
  – Cost refinement
• Whitepaper, STM’s for Science Questions (Feb 2009)
• Science opportunities (summer interns & ROSES opportunities)
  – Re-work existing data (locate simultaneous AVIRIS/MASTER data sets)
  – Always acquire AVIRIS and MASTER data together
  – Undertake HyspIRI campaign (Alaska, Costa Rica--TBD)
• ESTO: lab & vicarious (esp., dark ocean) calibration opportunities
• **HyspIRI 2nd Science Workshop (11th-13th of August 2009)**
• Partnerships (domestic, international)
• Synergies with other Decadal Survey missions
• Phase A transition?
• Thoughts and Suggestions?
  – Workshop, future workshop, etc.
• Thank You Very Much!
Suggestions

- Add reference case for each of sub questions. Include a vivid example
- Develop a wiki for use on the project
- Provide more information on how products will be validated
- Provide description of anticipated data products (what’s available and what’s planned)
- Provide description of algorithms used to generate data products together with error budgets
- In overview talks provide more detail on other DS instruments, in particular, what they do so we can make sure we provide complementarity
- Provide more talks on applications
- More work is needed on STMs – provide more help